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1969 Alfa Romeo 1750 GTV (Original RHD) For Sale

Insure this vehicle  Finance this vehicle

A beautifully presented, one previous owner vehicle in truly exceptional condition.
  

Presented in its original white paintwork, with a blemish free Nero interior, looking the part with its classic
Alfa dash and period GTV flying-buttress seats.

  
It is hard to believe this car is approaching its 50th birthday, being manufactured in July 1968. We believe
this could be the most original and finest series 1 GTV available.

  
The car comes with a very extensive history file, MOT’s (which appear to verify the 64,000 miles showing
on the odometer) tax discs, service history, tool roll, handbooks, buff log book and the original
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order/invoice.
  

Details of its ziebart treatment when new, and subsequent waxoyl treatments bear testament to its
condition.

  
This is rare opportunity to acquire a truly original Bertone designed Alfa, with the benefit of the desirable
and most sought after derivative, the 1750 twin cam.

  
Everything works well, she starts on the button the engine is sweet and all instruments and switch gear
show/work perfectly.

  
This is a very low mileage car accompanied by a superb history file, both sets of it’s original keys, and is
ready to be enjoyed…

  
The car drives superbly with slick gear changes and a beautifully smooth twin-cam.

  
The ‘buttress’ seats are perfect, no tears or damage and all the instruments are working perfectly with
steady needles, a truly lovely example…

 

Price £49950 As stated

 Finance this car ↗
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